As many of you have noticed I address most of the time all Satanists as a family, and that is absolutely true on the higher level, Satan's people are indeed a family.

What I want to elaborate here is about in a sense not only Satanic Morality per se, but also behaviour between Satanists. I have read some comments before that I found terribly wrong, such as, how one should go liberally to curse another Satanist if they have an argument because this is "Justice", or how one should bind another, all of which are abominations.

Justice is a more elaborate notion and not just the mere reaction of someone who is wronged and jumps on a table against someone else.

To explain the above one needs to go no further than understanding the human body. Everyone is a different cell in this body. Indeed placing certain cells in different areas of the body causes mayhem and chaos, and certain cells do terribly dislike being "in-between" others. There are grades of advancement, there are grades of tolerance, and different personalities involved in Satanism. Not everyone is going to like everyone, and not everyone is going to agree with everyone.

This is because everyone is a different person, with different limits, a different past and different aspirations, and that is a good thing and it's also designed as such by nature. We fill each other's gaps and we are not clones of one another.

These differences may sometimes bring arguments or disputes. Most disputes are irrelevant disputes and they boil down to debating etc. These should be solved at this level. As it should be clear, swords drawn into a dispute is a totally jewish thing to do. Virulent debates and disagreements may take place, but this is no place for a sword, and if someone pulls a sword over such a thing, which can happen in drunkenness, the sword is likely to end up on their own throat for numerous reasons.

One cannot behave as a virus within the Satanic body. A sickness in the Satanic body is one of the two: an obvious jew, or an idiot who takes themselves too far, at the expense of the rest of the body. In regular terms, this can be equated to a disease or a cancer. This causes a rebellion against the body or aggression towards another cell.

This reaction has to be preserved for the enemy and not for Satanists. Satanists must and have to be in a form of unity. Unity implies hierarchy, order of rank, that the stronger maintain the weaker, and that the weaker do their part in self empowerment and also uphold the stronger, all in the same general unity. We fight in the same war and along the lines, all our purposes and aims are overlapping and they are the same.
We also have the same enemy, and no serious Satanist has time and force to dilute in causing a problem in their own house, which not only empowers the enemy but weakens themselves and everyone else. These types will be blotted out.

In cases of serious wronging, people can find a solution in themselves, treating the matters as Ladies and Gentlemen. I found after all these years in Satanism it's worthless to do an ego rant and harm others and in the end, lose points in how the Gods see you. The Gods trust loyal and pious individuals who have a brain about how they conduct the power they receive. The more this is done properly, the power tends to keep increasing.

Also, in cases of serious faults, such as serious wronging, backstabs, and other negative things, I have rarely if ever seen perpetrators who have wronged someone truly innocent and they did not have a severe boomerang effect. This can range from a scolding lesson, a forcing for positive assessments, all the way up to higher grades until things come to an even. Extremely serious matters can be taken to the Gods. I feel sad for people engaging in this and bringing their scars into the Satanic family, but this may be unavoidable since many people are really harmed by society and serious cases of negativity may have emerged.

Disagreeing, having different opinions, different outlooks about life, or opinions about subjective subjects, is NOT infighting, unless it infringes on something really serious. Infighting is what the word implies, is not the same as disagreeing, although deceitful disagreeing can be a way to instigate infighting. Everyone can have their own opinion. Astrologically also, some people will not always sync very well on a personal level. That is completely fine. "I can't stand this person" is also a perfectly viable argument, as is "I dislike them" or "want nothing to do with them", "I find them stupid", or "Unlikeable".

You do not have to be forced to like anybody, but you do not have to force your personal dislikes on to harm others either.

In Satanism, you are not supposed or forced to love your neighbour. But you are supposed to respect them at least. As consciousness grows one understands what respecting and upholding a brotherhood really means.

In regards to Ancient Greeks on what unity or a Nation should have, and what we should also have, is "Omonoia", which means a correct and generally same-mindedness where large goals are concerned. The greatest the level of this the greatest will be our achievements. The enemy systematically works to destroy this in Gentiles and Gentile circles, and they do their earnest to maintain it amongst themselves.

How this begins is clearly communicated by the enemy also, in the story of Tower of Babel - Misunderstandings. This story is not only language based, but related also to striking down the tower, which is a reduction and damnation of the spiritual level of individuals, resulting in endless war and strife between them. The enemy tries to
avoid this as much as possible, and for their reptilian nature, they have achieved this to a decent extent.

People are therefore responsible to do two things: Tend and mend their own wounds so that they will not harm others. On the other end, one is obligated to make sure to keep a protective distance from a comrade that is harmed by this situation, as sometimes this can backfire on someone even if they want to help, causing disastrous situations.

As for people who just love to never tend to their own backyard, and they also enjoy setting that of others in fire, let us just say keeping the scoundrel to one's own property is the most reasonable thing to do.

In plain words, everyone has their own backyard to tend to. Given each person and soul is different, things are not very simple here, they go a long way. Some people are better progressed at it than others. Everyone without exemption is going towards a phase of self betterment in Satanism. Even in the most beautiful gardens there may be weeds, and even in the worst gardens one can at least at first grow a little nice flower and start from there.

Everyone should also pay attention to not cause these matters and try to solve things with civility, because we are at war and when you are in a war, you have to be really considerate. Commanders and superiors in a war cannot be having fights in the camp and trench, and allies cannot be pulling guns on one another. Friendly fire past a level is punished with the same. Jews always try to cause these situations, they set the fight up, and then they disappear. This is the case almost in every incident with them.

We have to be cleverer than that. The better the Satanist, the more consideration of Satan's interests they will have as a first value in their mind, and this, if one truly loves the Gods, will cease the flames of stupidity.

Another thing that I wanted to add, is that rotten people and jews will always, sooner or later, bite the dust. They do. They are around, cocky and arrogant that they will harm Satanists, and unfortunately in some cases, they may even do just that, and this is why everyone has a duty to protect themselves where the community cannot.

Clearly jews aren't in this category of tolerance and forgiveness, let alone infiltrators. They will be punished. This may not be in accordance with our time frame, and the Gods will see to it that all of them are thoroughly punished, more than the regulars who may have never lifted a finger against us. A Satanist who applies or supports the "Let Satan house be divided against himself" is no better than a jew, as he does the plan of the enemy, and readily plays into it.

The value of Nobleness or one's personal honour are high values in Satanism, on an individual level, possibly the highest. Someone being shown a mistake or failing at something, or having an argument, is not being dishonoured, but there are other
actions that are. I am sure how many of you have seen, that I did my best to progress all these years, you saw this in yourself and also in others etc.

To name an example, this required me to humble myself, accept that things needed improvements, do hard work or other things which most people regularly avoid, but in the end, improvement is always empowerment. You will not attain a higher standard for things until you see your current standard is at fault or seek to improve it, which may be unpleasant in the beginning, but always gets better as you progress.

Lastly, even the jew, whose emotional and mental psychopathy is known, has a very high tolerance and acceptance towards other jews, at least most of the time. Now, psychopathic reptiles are not where one should deduct moral values from, but it still begs the question that if this species of evil can cleave upon itself and have an understanding, it's only expected of spiritually aware and gradually awakening Gentiles to be able to do the same way more easily than that.

We are Satanists, we aren't average Joes, and therefore amongst ourselves we can only follow higher standards. In regards to other people, such as enemies or outsiders, in many cases, one will be required to treat them in their deserving level.

As a final note, all the written laws in the world won't deter people or help them understand what Spiritual Advancement is. Spiritual Advancement is the only way to empower one's self both to exact justice, and also, when this is done properly, to elevate a person past limitations of ignorance, such as not understanding what their actions may entail.

When the mind understands and spiritually ascends to higher levels, wisdom is imparted aside power and this is the key to improving everything and going towards higher levels both behaviourally and in general.

We are Brothers and Sisters in Satan, under the Great Gods.

HAIL SATAN!!!
- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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